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Object ID

18

Creation Date

What bonds your community?

2021-05-12 1:31:40

It is unique and not overcrowded such as
Roseville and Rocklin. A little bit of country with
some big city stores such as Target and Home
Depot. Living in Auburn seems like a get-a-way
compared to the bigger cities. Living on the
Southside of Auburn is slightly less congested
than the Northside of Auburn.

Where is your community located?

Why should the community be kept
together - or separate from another area?

Applicable

Reviewed

Map drawn

Our boundary is from Lincoln to Tahoe.

We should be kept together as one versus
separating. If our community is separated it may
95603
lose its significance and uniqueness of feeling
small.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Those of us in the “D5 Northwestern Slice” as we
like to call it have suffered from Community
Division since the last redistricting. Our
Supervisors have resided a great distance from
us, in the North Tahoe/Truckee area. We’re a
farming and ranching community. Tahoe is a
vacation destination for the wealthy.
Diametrically opposed geographies. Cindy
Gustafson has done a good job since being
appointed by the board following Montgomery’s
departure, but living so far away there’s just no
95602
way to have a clear understanding of your distant
constituents needs. We’re again having to live
with a massive homeless camp at the county
buildings. We’re disappointed that a huge influx
of new out-of-county visitors (and homeless) will
flock to the newly approved Hidden Falls
entrance. We suffered for two years with the trap
club sound wall. You must live here to
understand, and our D5 supervisors do not. I feel
we need to be placed into District 3 like the rest
of our North Auburn neighbors.

Yes

Yes

No

95648

No

Yes

No

19

2021-05-12 3:23:07

Farming and ranching. Close neighbor ties. Lack
of high speed Internet so pretty badly separated
from the rest of the connected country.

I am in North Auburn in District 5, right on the
border of D3 on Bell Rd. one mile past Joeger at
4525 Bell Rd.

20

2021-05-12 19:22:43

I don't see a lot of bonding. We just want the
country to stay quiet

2

1

Zip
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2021-05-15 15:41:21

My neighborhood is zoned ag/res 4.5 acre
minimum. It has many non compliant parcels
which are a legacy of a previous time when 1 acre
minimums existed. We do not have a commercial
hub but are 2.5 miles from Meadow Vista and are We are part of Clipper Gap north of I-80 and are
bounded by Christian Valley, Applegate, Meadow
within 5 miles of North Auburn along hwy. 49
Vista, Bowman and North Auburn.
near both Dry Creek and 7 miles from hwy. 49
and Bell Road. We are 4.5 miles from the
commercial hub at I-80 and Foresthill Rd. We are
served by both the Placer Hills Fire District and
Cal Fire and by PCWA.

22

2021-05-17 22:37:18

A love of being outdoors all year long

Truckee south (including Squaw Valley and Alpine
Meadows) to Tahoe City, then east along the
north shore of Lake Tahoe to Incline Village, and
south along the west shore of Lake Tahoe to
Homewood.

23

2021-05-19 18:15:27

The Granite Bay Schools

Granite Bay boundaries.

24

2021-05-26 21:20:19

21

25

2021-05-28 3:21:18

26

2021-06-02 15:09:59

27

2021-06-04 1:21:15

mountain living, the outdoors, fire safety, sharing
the area with tourist yet maintaining control of
eastern boundary of Placer county to the Sierra
tourism such that it is sustainable but does not
crest or slightly beyond.
effect the quality of life for the community.

City of Roseville is a suburban area with both
families and senior communities including Sun
City Del Webb. Largely residential with shopping
and other amenities. Served by several school
districts.

We have been a part of the 5th Supervisorial
District for at least the last 40 years that I've been
a resident. Because of the population distribution 95602
within the county we have always been included
with the East Placer/Tahoe area.

It's a shame that most of Truckee is in Nevada
County and that the southern most part of the
west shore of Lake Tahoe is in El Dorado County, 96145
because we should really all be part of the same
community.
Granite Bay and Roseville, suburban
communities, are distinctly different from the
tourist destinations to our east. Granite Bay and 95746
Roseville should be a separate area from the rest
of placer county.
we share common focused interests that require
a dedicated representative. We are a relatively
96148
small population but require equal
representation at the table.

I consider my immediate community as West
If the city of Roseville is split (due to population
Roseville (west of I80 and south of Hwy 65).
balancing), hopefully the split would be along the 95747
Please do not separate the Sun City Del Webb
I80 corridor.
communities in this area. The Dry Creek and
Roseville city school districts both serve this area.

2

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes
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28

29

30

31

32

33

2021-06-04 21:48:02

Historic neighborhoods need to be considered
together to protect historical features and
interests. Neighborhoods like Sierra Vista, Los
Roseville, containing the 5 mentioned
Cerritos, Folsom Road, Roseville Heights and
Cherry Glen need a unified voice to preserve our neighborhoods as defined by RCONA, Roseville
history and character, protect from demolition, Coalition of Neighborhood Associations.
development, road widening and infill
inconsistent with the existing structures and land
uses.

To preserve historic Roseville from the current
practice of demolition of viable structures to
seize land in areas with existing infrastructure to
95678
build low income housing, but small populations
that have less representation and financial
influence to fight these projects.

Yes

Yes

Yes

2021-06-07 0:45:34

Rocklin is one town, yet we are currently
represented by two supervisors. Roseville is
currently represented by two supervisors as well.
Whitney Ranch
With the influx of housing in both communities, it
is important that we have only one supervisor for
each.

As stated in the What Community Common Links,
the entire town of Rocklin needs to be
95765
represented by only one supervisor, not two.

Yes

Yes

No

2021-06-10 19:00:42

Our Aeolia Heights/Olive Orchard/Toyon/Canyon
community area is located on the east side of
Auburn facing the American River Canyon. This Refer to the previous answer and the geodrawing below.
community also comprises the Olive Orchard
Firewise community and is located with the
Auburn, CA municipal boundary.

This community is united as a part of a longstanding Firewise community and is within the
Auburn, CA boundary.

95603

Yes

Yes

Yes

2021-06-11 23:48:26

Safe community, Good schools, family-friendly,
Highland Park subdivision, east of Hwy 65,
walkable space, robust recreation programs, wide
bordering Rocklin city limits; Pleasant Grove exit,
variety of nearby retail sales, varied library
Fairway from Blue Oaks to Stanford Ranch;
services.

Share attendance areas for elementary & jr high
schools; our youth sports teams pull from these
same schools. Long time relationships with
95678
families, schools, businesses.
PS can’t get map to mark neighborhood, so hope
description helps.

Yes

Yes

No

2021-06-20 2:37:07

Living in a warm and small rural community.
Shared love of nature and the beauty of the area.
Alta/dutch flat
Helping each other through the hardships of
heavy snow, blackouts and fire risk.

The two towns have been part of each other for
over 150 years. They below together.

95701

Yes

Yes

No

2021-06-21 18:57:51

Recreational tourism-- including related
businesses such as restaurants, gas stations,
City of Auburn CA
sporting goods supply, overnight stays, and other
sales tax generating businesses

Curent District 5 boundary excludes Newcastle
despite that town being within Auburn's sphere
of influence. District 5 should include Placer's
portion of Truckee and Lake Tahoe because of
shared recreational tourism industries

95603

Yes

Yes

No
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34

2021-06-23 17:24:05

36

2021-07-11 15:41:37

37

38

2021-07-12 16:43:40

2021-07-12 20:04:08

39

2021-07-12 21:19:36

40

2021-07-13 1:59:09

41

2021-07-13 20:58:33

Families with children, outdoor recreation

Independence, recreation, sharing, and good
stewardship.
Geography and ideology. We are located on Lake
Folsom. The lake and surrounding environment
define our community. A love of nature and the
outdoors (hiking, biking, water sports, and
horses). There is also a common desire for
personal freedom and responsibility of the
individual.
Love of the outdoors, loathing of the way Placer
County uses Tahoe as a cash cow with little
regard for the safety of those who live here.
A lean to the blue, closer to urban suburbs rather
than Rural Placer. Easily connected and bounded
by major roads and 65
City boundaries
Neighborhood associations
Parks and schools
Chamber of commerce

I see the common links of my community to be
based on a relatively similar age of
neighborhoods, similar experience with the
school system, local parks and recreation.

Whitney Ranch - District 2

I think Whitney Ranch area should be included
with other Rocklin Areas. Right now we are
included with Lincoln communities which has
large area of senior citizens who have vastly
different issues/concerns than families with
young children.

95765

Yes

Yes

Yes

South Placer

The uniqueness of South Placer separates from
Sacramento restrictions.

95648

Yes

Yes

Yes

Our community is a lake community. The south
western boundary of Folsom Lake define one
side, extending west past Barton. The southern
border extends to dam. The northern border
towards Sterling Point.

Being a geographically defined community that
has several entrances to the Folsom Lake SRA, we
have unique requirements from a traffic
9576
management and development perspective. We
share our community with others from all over
the area on a daily basis.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Kings Beach

The North Lake Tahoe communities are vastly
different from other parts of the county. our
evacuation and STR concerns are huge.

96143

Yes

Yes

Yes

Roseville from Fiddeyment to Sierra College, and The needs of a more Urban placer county area
Rocklin up to Twelve Bridges in Lincoln out to
are very different from the rural and country
Sierra and Taylor/Pacific
areas.

95765

Yes

Yes

Yes

Roseville now has city council districts, it might
make sense to keep these in tact and also include 95678
school boundaries

Yes

Yes

No

While the entire City of Roseville would be
considered my community, I specifically would
consider the areas that feed into Roseville High
The City of Roseville has grown so much and I
School and Woodcreek High School to be similar.
recognize that these maps will have 2-3 districts
Growing up in Roseville in the 95678 area, I went
including Roseville. I would consider the
95678
to Vencil Brown Elementary, Cooley Middle
boundaries of one similar community in the city
School, and Roseville High School. I would
to be East of all of the new development but west
consider the neighborhoods that went to those
of Interstate 80.
schools to have similar needs, which would be
distinct from the needs of the new development
in West Roseville or the needs of East Roseville.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Highland reserve neighborhood association is
bounded by Hwy65, Washington Blvd, Roseville
Parkway and Pleasant Grove Blvd

4
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42

43

44

45

2021-07-14 6:07:39

Most of my community is in Roseville and
Rocklin. I am Asian American, and I would like to
see more of us collectively represented. My
community includes the westside of Roseville and
all of Rocklin. These are places that I consider my
community in Placer County. St. Matthew
Lutheran Church (in unincorporated Placer
County), Sutter Roseville Medical Center, CB
Music Studios in Roseville, Oriental Market in
Roseville, my doctor Dr. Abalos in Roseville (near
the Nugget in Roseville), Sutter Roseville
Pediatrics in Roseville, Lakeshore Learning Store
in Roseville, Sierra College in Rocklin, Jing Jing
Restaurant in Rocklin, and All of Rocklin.

All of Rocklin should be kept together with
neighboring parts of Roseville because it
represents best represents the Asian community
in Placer County. Currently Rocklin's
representation is split between two districts, 2
and 3. Asians in Placer county have the highest
vaccination rate in the county. We as a group are
trying our best to mitigate the spread of COVID1) Industrial Ave and Placer Corporate Dr. in
19 and we are constantly surprise that the Board
unincorporated Placer County to 2) Pleasant
of Supervisors have no one that represents this
Grove Blvd and Foothills Blvd in Roseville, 3)
view. We are business owners, doctors, dentists,
Foothill Blvd and Cirby Way, 4) East Roseville
95677
engineers, teachers, cooks, maids, full-time
Parkway and Douglas Blvd, 5) Sierra College, 6)
parents, accountants, cosmologists, nurses, etc.
Whitney Oaks Golf Club, 7) Whitney High School,
We are doing the best on our own. However that
and back to number 1.
means we look different by masking indoors or in
crowds, running our businesses differently by
having plastic over the front of doors as
protective barriors, keeping a small of pod of
friends, schooling virtually all year. It makes us
and our children targets of racism, ignorant
comments, and verbal abuse! Don't divide the
Asian vote.

Yes

Yes

Yes

2021-07-15 19:22:42

Rural lifestyle, people leave people alone, not
nosey, but come together to help

Tokayana @Placer Hills to West Weimar
Crossroads @Placer Hills
Eden Valley Community

It is a small area that is encompassed between
two larger communities. Eden Valley should stay 95713
together and be placer with Meadow Vista.

Yes

Yes

No

Parks and stores

in unincorporated part of Roseville (Dry Creek)
Walegra & Baseline

Separated...we should be included as part of city
of Roseville, since are so close to the city line and
95747
use most of City of Roseville stores, roads,
churches.

Yes

Yes

No

Heck if I know. One second I’m in Rocklin, the
next I’m in Roseville

If the area is heavily Republican, nothing will
change. We need change in placer county, actual
representatives that want to help, and not be
spineless jellyfish in the face of demagogues. I
95677
suggest placer allow for more Democrat/other
affiliations, because there is no progress
happening. Our board of trustees don’t care
about their population, they just like money.

No

Yes

No

2021-07-15 20:46:03

2021-07-15 21:09:28

Hating Republicans and Donald trump. Believing
in science and not what people read on social
media

5
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46

47

2021-07-16 0:23:54

2021-07-16 0:27:03

The lake, and all the trails and outdoor
opportunities. The people in our community are
North Tahoe Basin and ski areas of Squaw-Aloine, Our natural boundaries should be honored and
the glue that keeps us together. The schools,
Northstar.
supported.
libraries, Boys and Girls Club, churches all link the
people to the place.

Suburban neighborhoods where schools, parks,
shopping, churches bring people together.

48

2021-07-16 0:34:03

My community is west-side Roseville. We are
bound by single family homes and most are with
children. We should have representation that
reflects working families in a densely populated
area.

49

2021-07-16 0:44:18

West Roseville housing must have solar panels
and water-wise landscaping and plumbing.

50

2021-07-16 0:59:16

51
52

2021-07-16 1:12:02
2021-07-16 2:19:11

53

2021-07-16 3:32:35

54

2021-07-16 3:56:46

55

2021-07-16 4:16:10

South Placer county -- county line to the south
and east, towns of Roseville and Rocklin

96148

Yes

Yes

Yes

95661

Yes

yes

No

As stated before, the lions share of the area are
newer (less than 10 year old) single family
residences. Most areas have small community
parks and shopping areas are now starting to pop 95747
up in many of the surrounding areas to support
all of the explosive subdivision growth in this
west Roseville sphere of influence.

Yes

Yes

No

95747

Yes

Yes

No

95678

No

Yes

No

95603
95747

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

No
No

95661

Yes

Yes

Yes

Similar concerns, which are very different from
those shared by people in the rural foothills and
Tahoe-region areas.
(Your map drawing tool sucks. Who has time to
do something like that?)

I am in Fiddyment Farms, the Woods. Basically,
the area west of Fiddyment Rd. from the
northern city limits to Baseline Road and to the
cities most current, westerly boundaries.

West Roseville along Pleasant Grove Blvd to Blue
it exists for the good of an entire community
Oks to East Roseville Parkway to Baseline Road
Why should a community to kept together?
1) To decrease the odds of gerrymandering!
2) To strengthen the community - for common
purpose.
3) Ease of communication and common
understanding.

This question cannot be answered without a
definition of community.

Again - without a common definition that you
establish - this exercise is in vain.

History, Culture, Common goals
Seniors, nature
Schools, neighborhoods, parks and recreation
facilities, libraries and public places. Common
values like importance of safety, appreciation of
nature and nature access. Cooperation for the
greater good.

Ophir
Creek, open space

School districts, Community event draws, Police,
and fire. Utility suppliers [elec, water, waste too].
In the smaller communities [v Rsv] Schools and
youth sports/activities that make up leagues.

East Roseville and then greater Roseville, but I
feel that East and West [I80} are fairly distinct
from one another socially, economically, and
historically [time lived in area]

Community should be kept together to the extent
that in doing so it doesn't disadvantage to a
95661
measurable degree some region that is
"excluded"

Yes

Yes

No

Granite Bay

Granite Bay has a uniform character. Please
don’t break it up.

Yes

Yes

No

Common bonds: seniors, natire

6
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56

57

2021-07-16 4:26:32

2021-07-16 4:41:07

Lake Tahoe and Tahoe national forest

Tahoe City

We are in the Lennar 55+ community so in our
In the new part of west Roseville between
own little pod. there is nothing in our area at this
Pleasant grove, Westbrook and Daylight drives
time as far as amenities like gas stations,
and Solaire.
restaurants, etc.

58

2021-07-16 4:57:21

The love of nature.

The north shore of Lake Tahoe.

59

2021-07-16 9:02:35

Area I live in

South west of county

60

2021-07-16 13:47:39

The common interest in wanting to keep Granite
Neighborhoods nearest to Folsom Lake
Bay more rural

2021-07-16 15:13:21

Lifestyle; we are an ag, ranch, farm community.
We have a common desire for a slower pace of
Lincoln to Wheatland to West Auburn
life, working together with our neighbors to raise
crops, animals and family.

2021-07-16 15:52:05

Couple of parallel gravel streets without any safe
way to walk to neighboring houses. We are an
island of undeveloped Placer County surrounded
by the city of Roseville. The only bond is with
immediate next door neighbor.

61

62

Tahoe national
Forest is very different than rest of placer county 96145
A treasure to be preserved

Yes

Yes

No

This area is one of the newest neighborhoods in
West Roseville. we need some major
development for retail, gas, food, etc. other parts
95747
of Roseville already have all of this. we should
keep the newer parts of Roseville separate as we
have different needs than the more developed
parts of Roseville.

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

We are a rural community, and we don't have the
same interests or ideals as communities in urban 96143
areas.
Common physical area
95747
Granite Bay has no town or common community
areas that we all can share. Our community
95746
should incorporate these areas
We work together with common needs, wants
and goals. We enjoy a country lifestyle, not
95648
opposed to growth as long as it's controlled with
proper infrastructure put in place to support it.

As an island of undeveloped Placer County
East - Sierra College Blvd, West Old Auburn Rd/S surrounded by city of Roseville it belongs to no
Citby intersection. South - Old Auburn Rd, North- area. Not united by utilities or services, including
Fair Lane, strip mall with CVS on corner of East sheriff. This island should remain together but
needs to be united with Placer County and not
Roseville Parkway = city of Roseville.
city of Roseville.

7
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I live in the town of Colfax, 1 block from
downtown. I use the provided water, sewer and
garbage pick up. We do not have mail delivery. I
believe City Hall has the boundaries of my area
versus the surrounding Colfax areas which are in
the hills and not on all of our utilities. Plus they
do not typically hold to my personal political
beliefs but I know there are many in town who do
not as well, so I may just be the minority in this
area. I believe in a democracy and will adhere to
whatever the majority rules. If I can't, I realize I
can move.

2021-07-16 18:34:20

Bonds: Friendliness and civility. Community
support for our schools, PSCO and the Fire
Department. Concerns about home insurance.
Concern for the homeless and the rising rents.
Need: Streets (built 100 yrs ago out of concrete
and rock) torn up and repaved. Relief on our
sewer bill which is almost $140/month (with
scheduled increases) per household.

Many of the people outside town "proper" must
provide their own roads and live off wells, so
would not have the same interests as "in town"
people when it comes to spending money on
these items. They also receive mail delivery,
95713
which we do not. Otherwise, we basically use our
town library, post office, stores and such in the
same way. I think. I know there are some who
want to stop change and discourage visitors but
that's probably the case in every town.

Yes

Yes

No

2021-07-16 19:28:22

I think the North Tahoe community gets
overshadowed by the foothill communities. We
have very different communities and I believe the
The North Tahoe/Truckee community is bonded
Tahoe community doesn't get equal
by our love of the environmental surroundings,
representation in all cases because our
the mountain lifestyle and our small but tightknit I'm on the edge of Placer County in Truckee. I see population is lower. Cindy is doing a wonderful
96161
community. Recreation, tourism (benefits &
my community as North Lake Tahoe and Truckee. job but I also know that the Tahoe community
impacts), and environment are in my opinion
doesn't have a guaranteed represented from our
common links among the community.
community which I don't agree with. We are
separated geographically from the other
communities and we have different issues and
views.

Yes

Yes

No

65

2021-07-16 22:08:17

Tahoe-Truckee region

Cisco Grove to Tahoe

Meadow Vista and Foresthill aren't really part of
our community so they should be separate
96143
districts.

Yes

Yes

Yes

66

2021-07-16 22:13:03

Similar homes and lifestyles

Junction/Basseline/Fiddyment

Really, all of Roseville should be in the same
district. I feel you are weakening the strength of 95747
Roseville by dividing us like this.

Yes

Yes

No

67

2021-07-16 22:52:59

small acreage

Dry creek estates west of roseville

life style

Yes

Yes

No

63

64

8

95747
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68

69

2021-07-16 23:49:13

2021-07-17 0:11:02

Friendly neighbors who enjoy the rural life style.
People do not live on top of one another but are
North of SR193, west of incorporated Lincoln,
willing to help with neighbor's problems. Lots of
east of Ophir
farming and lots of farm animals including
horses, cattle, sheep, and goats. Many wineries.

Mixed residential with houses, rentals,
apartments, and mobile home park.

Many residents have lived most of their lives here
or moved her for the rural life style. We feel
threatened by the aggressive eastern moving
incorporation of land by the City of Lincoln. The
extra traffic has already channeled itself onto
back roads of our community. This will inevitably
lead to traffic congestion and risks to wildlife.
The roads to Roseville, Loomis, and Auburn are
not adequate to meet the needs of thousands of
new residents on the border of our community.
We are also concerned as a group about the
residentail and commercial development at
Bickford Ranch which will add additonal traffic
congestion and delays in moving from our
neighborhood to the outside world. Finally, the
declaration of Hidden Falls and the traffic to it's 3
entrances has brought people from well outside
our region to recreate in our back yard. These
visitors clog roads, litter roadsides, and bring a
very small positive economic impact on the
county.

This is a residential neighborhood bordered by a
Between Edgewood Rd., Live Oak Lane, Lilac Lane
commercial district. These are city type lots with
95603
off of 49 in North Auburn. The railroad tracks
some being multi-family units as well as some
form a boundary to the west.
more upscale homes.

9

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes
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70

2021-07-17 17:05:52

There are experiences we all have in common
that bond us as a community. We all contend
with severe winter weather conditions when they
occur however taxing they might be. We have a
problem whereas there is a lack of available
residential housing for local workers on the
Northshore of Lake Tahoe due to the Vacation
Rental by Owner or VRBO boom. That in turn
increased our tourist numbers which increased
our traffic and taxed our local infrastructure to
Our community is located in North Lake Tahoe.
meet the need for more trash dumpsters and
Our affected boundaries are from Kings Beach to
trash pick up which increased our residential
Tahoe City.
trash monthly bills. Tourist create more trash as
well as an increase in residential traffic because
more tourist are using residential streets as a way
to avoid in town traffic. The absence of
monitoring and policing VRBO activity has lead to
more noise pollution and incognito VRBOs not
registering or paying their share of the T.O.T. of
which the greater Placer County benefits. People
come to Placer County to come to North Lake
Tahoe not Auburn.

71

2021-07-17 18:45:32

active lifestyles

72

2021-07-17 23:55:24

73

2021-07-18 17:56:07

74

2021-07-18 18:22:51

75

76

Community Events
Recreation and Park services
Values
Church
Appreciation of nature, understanding neighbor
differences and similarities.

Our community should be kept together because
we encounter the same challenges and deal with
the same issues as those in our community. As a
resident of Kings Beach for forty years and as a
home owner, I believe we hold a rather unique
position in Lake Tahoe. Having a beautiful State
Beach located in Kings Beach brings with it a
unique set of issues to deal with that we as
community need to deal with together. Having
Republican Congressman Tom McClintock not
living in our district, the district he represents in
96143
Congress along with his refusal to hold a Town
Hall meeting with us to hear our concerns, issues
and vision for the future doesn't help matters.
Congressman McClintock's desire to open more
public lands to recreation while denying the
effects of climate change and not addressing
environmental and forest management issues
may be Mr. McClintock's and the Republican
method of governing, but it does not represent a
large number of us who live on the Northshore of
Lake Tahoe.

Yes

Yes

No

Rocklin

we all need to be inclusive of all of our neighbors 95677
do not separate us!!!

Yes

Yes

No

City of Auburn
District 5

No need to keep separate from other areas but
95603
like the district as is due to bonds as noted above

Yes

Yes

No

95603

Yes

Yes

Yes

Merry Knoll Road circle +.

The ski area and mountain living

North Lake Tahoe.

We have nothing in common with Auburn or
western Placer

96146

Yes

Yes

No

2021-07-19 14:45:18

I believe our school district bonds us together.

My community is Colfax. We have definite city
limits, however the surrounding areas are also
part of our community.

The community and surrounding areas should be
95713
kept together as we share the same schools.

Yes

Yes

No

2021-07-19 16:33:32

parks & downtown area - using both for
community events
high school sports

Town of Loomis

different lifestyle goals and desire for planned &
limited growth

Yes

Yes

No

10
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Newcastle is roughly defined by the Indian Hill
Ridge, forested open space between us and
Auburn, hilly transition to flat towards Lincoln,
and City of Loomis to the southwest.

2021-07-19 17:37:27

School district, recreation zones, natural
landscape buffers between communities,
common services/utilities,

78

2021-07-19 18:01:02

Rural residential, direct connection to outdoor
activities, hill country

79

2021-07-19 21:32:18

Maintaining low density, rural atmosphere.
Good schools, fire services, etc. Family oriented
community.

80

2021-07-20 17:50:49

Rural setting. We live here because we want
peace and quiet, low traffic, and multi-acre lots.
We do not want housing developments, tract
homes, widened roads,and lots of lights.

We should be separate from Roseville. They're
Granite BayRoseville to the West, Folsom Lake to
priorities and planning are apposed to the
the East, Loomis to the North. Citrus Heights to
Granite Bay Community Plan.We should be
the South.
included with Loomis as we have similar ideas.

81

2021-07-21 0:25:50

living in the country

Applegate

2021-07-22 16:01:27

Our community is rural residential. Our homes
are on l/2 ac. to 2 ac. and we have no street
lights.

Crowder Ln. to Walgera and Baseline to
Vineyard. Small section of community across
Walgera on west side.

83

2021-07-22 16:10:18

Community organizations and projects such as
City of Auburn. We live outside of city limits in
the American Legion, Auburn Navy League,
Auburn Aviation Association, Elks Lodge, Wreaths the county, just north of Luther Ave, SE of
Across America, Veterans Day Parade, 4th of July highway 49
Parade, Memorial Day and more.

84

77

82

85

Natural breaks between rural communities are
logical, and easily understood

95658

Yes

Yes

Yes

95713

Yes

Yes

Yes

95746

Yes

Yes

No

95746

Yes

Yes

Yes

95703

Yes

Yes

No

95747

Yes

Yes

No

95603

Yes

Yes

No

2021-07-24 12:37:46

95677

No

Yes

Yes

2021-07-27 16:23:11

Southeast Placer is more suburban oriented than
rural oriented. Suburban areas have more
activities/events but is faster paced the rural
95661
areas. There are benefits with both that
sometime conflict with each other.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Local events; bike/walk/hike trails; personal
safety; parks and game fields; restaurants

I think our current district works well. The only
Majority of time spent between Auburn and Alta,
change that could help might be to split it into
the Bear River to Foresthill. But frequently enjoy
two due to the geographic size. But it is not
the higher country up to Truckee and Donner.
necessary.
North to Dick Cook, east to Folsom Lake, south to
Would prefer being with Loomis, Penryn,
Sacramento county line, and west basically along
Newcastle, etc. rather than with such a large
Sierra College Blvd. with a few jogs on west side
section of Roseville. Mixing apples and oranges.
of roadway.

Southeast Placer - South county border, I-80,
Folsom Lake, (not sure of northern border).

11

please don't change to boundaries. It's working
just fine
The community should be kept together as all
decision by the HOA would affect both sides of
the street.

No known reason to change.
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86

2021-07-28 7:34:13

My parents, my mother's parents, and I all live in
Rocklin, so I have familial bonds to my
community. My church, my next-door neighbors,
and my roommate also provide bonds of
friendship in my community. Our community is
partly defined by walking- people frequent the
manmade trails that populate the area or make
routes of our own. The three routes I use the
most fit entirely within the area below.Beyond
people, though, I also included commercial and
industrial zones that I either commonly use or
personally appreciate. Parallax is a brilliant
robotics company, and I use both of the Dollar
Stores enclosed in that region, often on a weekly
basis but at least on a monthly basis.

87

2021-07-28 13:49:52

Common good for people

88

2021-07-28 22:23:42

School districts, community events,

I would like to note two different boundaries. The
first (which is not drawn below due to it being the
easier boundary) is bounded by Park
Drive/Whitney Ranch Parkway and Stanford
Ranch. This includes my three hiking trails, as well
as my and my parents' houses. The second
boundary (drawn below) also includes the area
around East Joiner Parkway, namely the area
where it meets Lincoln Blvd. I included the new
construction alongside East Joiner Parkway and
the grassy plains between East Joiner Parkway
and the highway/the casino, since I connect those
with my church.

Over the past year, I've made more trips to
Loomis than to Roseville, and ten times as many
trips to Lincoln than to Roseville. I don't go to
Roseville unless I need to do so. I frequent both
Dollar Trees in Rocklin and Lincoln, in case one
has something the other lacks. I got both my
parents' birthday gifts and my pool supplies from
the Lowe's in Lincoln. My church stands alongside
East Joiner Parkway, and my mother's friends in
education will likely work at the newly95765
constructed John Adams Academy facility within
that region.In my post-college life, I have more of
a connection to Lincoln than to any other city on
Earth save my hometown of Rocklin. More
broadly, I tried to determine the boundaries
which, if I was confined to those boundaries,
would have the smallest impact on my weekly
life. I frequent several hikes in this area, I shop
almost exclusively in this area, and I would have
plenty of entertainment as well.

Some space between houses as the housing is
over crowded in Roseville developments
currently being built.
Health and safety codes for livestock in suburban
I currently(15 years) live in an unincorporated
areas. (5-10 acres only) limitations on numbers of
area of Roseville CA near Milnes Ave.,Carol Lane,
animals due to flies, larvae, and horse manure
and East Avenue! I am interested in a few zoning
toxic waste.
freedoms here and more acreage for large
95747
Septic regulations to enclosed chemical tanks and
livestock, and high volume amount of chickens in
abolish leach fields over aquafers and established
yards, clean up of horse manure, and water
community water sources.
safety.
Revenue driven generic housing that isn’t that
affordable.
Thank you for allowing the people to contribute
small opinions.
It should be kept together because the
community shares common values and
95747
Roseville
expectations, but I don’t believe it should be
separate from any other community.

12

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No
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89

2021-07-29 18:26:02

THE DUTCH FLAT POOL, BEING A SMALL TOWN

WE ARE LUMPED IN WITH TAHOE AND NOT
REPRESENTED. ALL THE FOCUS IS ON THE TAHOE
AREA. I THINK IT IS TOO BIG OF AN AREA FOR
95714
ONE SUPERVISOR, TWO MORE SPOTS SHOULD BE
MADE.

DUTCH FLAT

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Broadly common conservative values. Cautious
finance with reserves to endure tough times.
Strong Chamber of Commerce, suburban lifestyle
with good amenities.
We/I desire to have one supervisor only
represent all of Rocklin. What Rocklin's
95677
population (approx. 68000) does not meet for the
required population balance include Loomis, and
even Penryn if required. Let Roseville and Lincoln
absorb the western parts of the county. Other
than Rocklin and Loomis all the rest of the area
east of the I80 should go to Roseville.

2021-07-29 19:03:04

History, school system, sports and great parks &
trails

2021-07-30 0:18:38

I live in Sun City Roseville and believe it should be
kept in the same supervisorial district so we can Pleasant Grove/Fiddyment/Blue Oaks Blvd/abuts
See above.
have but one supervisor who will know our
open space on the east.
issues.

95747

Yes

Yes

No

92

2021-07-30 2:17:36

Common love and strong sense of stewardship
for Lake Tahoe and surrounding geographic.
Neighborhood being safe from extraordinary
traffic to ensure safety of children and pets. Very
strong concern about the over use of our natural
resources by short term rentals, over abundance Tahoe City. Comstock Acres.
of tourists, complete disregard and lack of
respect for local full time residents. Very strong
concern over the undermining of mountain town
culture and community by those who would
market our community to its death

96145

Yes

Yes

No

93

2021-07-31 1:21:54

all older (over 55) homeowners in single family
homes

95747

Yes

Yes

No

90

91

Rocklin boundaries

We should be kept together but we need more
power for self determination

Sun City Roseville

13
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94

95

96

2021-07-31 13:41:41

Tahoe City downtown area restaurants and
shops, Kings Beach, Squaw valley, Homewood,
and Northstar. Live music and outdoors

2021-07-31 19:07:18

Local schools, police and every present wildfire
danger.

2021-08-01 1:46:38

A strong local year round community with the
ability to govern itself outside of Auburn.

I love in Carnelian Bay. However, Tahoe City
downtown area restaurants and shops, Kings
Beach, Squaw valley, Homewood, and Northstar
are my community

The fact that we pay more than our portion for
Placer County is unacceptable. We create the
wealth for the county while being disregarded by
politicians from western placer county. Our funds
should not be allocated in a manner that does not
improve our district. It’s no secret that Tahoe
pulls majority of the funds for placer county.
Home sales tax alone, in the basin, are more than
the entire county. It’s time the money stays
where it should. We create the wealth. We
deserve the funds. TBID was created to help
96140
where placer county has failed. The MAJOR
problem with this is that there already was
enough money to do these all of these things
effectively. However due to lack of ability to
spend these funds effectively, we are asking for
more. That’s our problem. We didn’t want to take
more, we simply had to because our county has
failed us.
Best,
Eric Pilcher

Yes

Yes

No

Meadow Vista.

My community of Meadow Vista, has far more in
common with the other communities such as
Auburn,Newcastle,Applegate, Colfax than they do
from Tahoe City, Homewood, Squaw Valley and
surrounding Donner Lake community and it’s
adjacent recreational areas, Nordern. The
95722
constant influx of tourism creates unique
problems in the western reaches of District 4 and
those constituencies have vastly different
interests in most public services than the citizens
of Meadow Vista. These communities should
separate for this reason.

Yes

Yes

No

Tahoe Park

We need anonymity from the
Auburn/Sacramento area. Tahoe is totally
different.

Yes

Yes

No

14

96145
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97

2021-08-01 20:37:50

Minus my next door neighbors, not a whole lot.
We are located in Roseville, but it seems like
Roseville is more like Sacramento county, not
placer County.

98

2021-08-01 23:07:01

Love of nature and the great outdoors

2021-08-02 5:08:32

My community should be kept together for
county representation and should have a greater
My immediate community is North Lake Tahoe
ability to control county decisions that directly
An appreciation of nature and the sense that we from Sunnyside to Olympic Valley to Tahoe Vista,
affect us. Projects like water parks and high
live in a unique and fragile place.
but feel a connection with people from Soda
density, low-income housing should not be
Springs, Truckee, Kings Beach, and Homewood.
decided by the voters and supervisors who do not
live in my community.

99

I’m new to the area, so I’m not sure.

I would like to be asked these questions over the
95678
phone or in person.

Yes

Yes

No

West Lake Tahoe to North Lake Tahoe

Our needs for infrastructure, schools and health
are unique because of our location in the Sierra
Nevada’s and should be kept separate

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

100

2021-08-02 17:51:53

Olympic Valley, the Valley Proper and the
Truckee River corridor between Alpine Meadows
and Cabin Creek Road (just short of Truckee). Our
community feels like all of our area north of the
Our physical boundaries, east of Donner Summit.
gate at Emerald Bay north to Truckee Fire District
Boundary, east to the State line and West to
Emigrant Gap (our physical separation from the
west side of Placer County...and Nevada County))

101

2021-08-03 2:55:57

High quality schools, parks, and bike paths/bike
lanes

In West Rocklin. Close city boundaries are HWY
65 / Fairway / Wildcat

15

96141

Our community ( area north of the gate at
Emerald Bay, north to Truckee Fire District's
Northern Boundary, east to the State line and
West to Emigrant Gap) is physically separated
from the rest of Placer County. We rely on our
resources from this side of Placer County. This
96146
community generates a large portion of the
money raised in Placer County, we do not get a
proper distribution back. Our infrastructure is in
poor shape compared to the west side. The
county seat takes our money and ignores our
needs!
Family residential areas need to stay together
without alcohol / substance abuse group homes.
95765
We need long term family housing, not high
density

Redistricting Placer
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102

103

104

105

106

2021-08-04 22:20:08

Living in Reno and commuting to work in Tahoe.
Renting in Tahoe and working to save up and be
able to afford moving to Reno to commute to
Tahoe for work. Some people do live in Auburn
and commute to Tahoe for work as well. Only the
young transients and employees working for the
hospital system or government jobs are truly
working in the community. Everyone else in
Tahoe lately is from Big Tech money that bought
up all the multi-million dollar houses in Tahoe
and they do not contribute to society at all;
further they do not rent rooms to locals and so
housing availability has completely evaporated.
The low income housing projects require annual
income in excess of $150,000 which is completely
out of touch with wages and salary for the region.

2021-08-07 22:33:53

Friendly neighbors and retailers. A lot of caring
about our youth, seniors and veterans. Typically, Lincoln and surrounding area including breweries
if someone needs help, they receive it. Wallets and wineries.
are returned with cash and people look out for
each other.

2021-08-09 13:42:08

I think our community values the environment,
education, ethical tourism, healthcare for all,
outdoor recreation, and taking care of each
other.

I live in Carnelian Bay, but I think our community
I don't think we share the same values or
include the North Tahoe/Truckee areas. The
concerns as the foothill areas of Auburn or
logical boundaries would be to stateline to the
Roseville.
north, Truckee to the West and Tahoma to the
south.

96140

Yes

Yes

No

2021-08-10 1:57:31

Respect for each other, respect for nature,
mutual common interests and a somewhat
diverse culture.

I consdier my community to be the "Auburn area"
When we say "shop local" we mean from Nevada
95602
which includes many neighborhoods outside the
City to Loomis.
actual city limits.

Yes

Yes

No

the town of auburn has different needs than
surrounding rural and/or more developed areas
like Rocklin/Roseville. This is/was a small town,
and it is losing that small town appeal with rapid 95603
expansion. we have surrounding towns for bigger
business, and Auburnites really want to maintain
a hometown community.

Yes

Yes

No

2021-08-11 15:08:46

Tahoe is a completely different environment
from where the majority of Placer county
population resides. For example the Placer
county engineers that stipulated permeable
concrete be used for drainage in Tahoe do not
I live 20 miles north of Reno and commute 75mi
know what they are doing, when that freezes it
each way for work in Tahoe. I used to rent in
floods and creates hazardous road conditions; it
Kings Beach CA for many years but AirBnB effect
96143
would work and be cost-effective for warm
caused homeowners to kick out all the long term
weather Placer county areas West of Auburn.
renters such as myself.
There are many examples where Tahoe is so
radically different in needs from the rest of Placer
county including the public transit system, roads
and CalTrans services, law enforcement, and
wildland fire fighting.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Similar interests and goals. Would like to see
much more participation and input from our
significant Hispanic population. That segment is
95648
probably approximately 25% to 30% or our
population and they don't have their voices
heard.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Auburn Hwy 49/I-80; Bell Rd to Fairgrounds

16
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2021-08-15 2:48:13

Small town big heart. We still together and help
each other. Schools and kids are portioned right
and don't have to worry about bigger districts
and getting lost in the shuffle.

108

2021-08-15 16:49:45

Protecting our town from fire, working to keep
out fire departments open and keeping fire
department staff, and protecting recreational use
of the area.
We are working to improve fire-wise status.
Foresthill, along with Meadow Vista, pay out of
pocket to keep our second fire department open
without equal Placer County assistance, yet
In vast district 5 which covers most of the land
Placer County expects to increase recreational
area of Placer County.
use in this area as well as relies on our fire
department to cover part of Tahoe National
which hosts numerous visitors. As we are not
receiving money from the county to supplement
our fire department, it is difficult to keep staff
due to offering lower pay. Foresthill often feels
like “an ugly stepchild” in Placer County while
offering some of the best outdoor area for
adventurers.

109

2021-08-16 13:18:43

107

110

111

2021-08-16 13:23:39

2021-08-16 19:18:35

Sierra College blvd and Bankhead

Together

95650

yes

yes

No

The area should be kept together (including
Auburn) as the demographic, issues, and
recreation connections are similar.

95631

Yes

Yes

No

95650

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Sierra College Blvd separates Rocklin and Loomis.
This really seems to be the defining line between
expansive growth and development in S. Placer
Small town, interest and appreciation for history Officially incorporated town of Loomis borders;
county, and maintaining more rural, agricultural
95650
and natural resources, local independent
unofficially Penryn and adjacent areas of Granite
activities in the Loomis Basin (Loomis, Penryn,
businesses, civic engagement, the library.
Bay.
and Newcastle).

the willingness of our residents to help one
another and to help keep all its residents safe, we
support the police efforts to keep law and order,
we watch out for lawlessness and advise each
other of suspicious activities.

we want a clean healthy village for our children
to grow up safely and be educated in good
schools.

17
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Our community should be separate from Western
Placer County. We are an entirely different
community based on our environment and
community values. The revenue generated from
property taxes and TOT taxes should remain in
our area to be spent on what the county
continues to ruin; i.e. the funds should go
Carnelian Bay - North Lake Tahoe (Kings Beach to
towards protecting and rehabilitating the
96140
Tahoma, Alpine/Squaw Valley to Truckee.
environment, educating tourists, providing
affordable housing (literally affordable), reducing
traffic, reducing tourist visits (just like all the
other small towns in our nation that are now overrun), and helping our community to remain a
community. Without our community there will
be no one left to serve the tourists.

Yes

Yes

No

112

2021-08-18 21:51:22

A love for the outdoors. Common Links:
protecting the environment and wildlife, peace
and dark skies, outdoor recreation, Lake Tahoe
itself.

113

2021-08-19 15:24:50

Since I live in an >55 community the bond is age. Pleasant Grove and Westbrook

This is a nice neighborhood and I see no reason to
95747
separate

Yes

Yes

No

114

2021-08-19 22:11:54

Semi-rural lifestyle in harmony with wildlife and
neighbors who help each other and care bout
community. There is a very wide socio-economic
spread here. Lots are large and animals and large
gardens and small family orchards are common.
Over the years men who worked in the trades
saw vacant land and built small homes on large
pieces of ground. They are retiring and the
demographic is changing to include more young
families. Additionally the attractive lifestyle has
prompted development and large houses that
clling to the urban idea of close neighbors, high
prices and golf courses. That dichotomy leads to
real differences in needs and wants from the
community,

It is difficult to answer that question. Applegate is
probably the only community in Placer County
that doesn't have a sign proclaiming it is a Placer
County Community. The state sign says we have
300 residents. It needs to be changed. We stretch
from the Post office just off the Applegate turn
off from I-80 to the Heather Glen senior
community and back into the hills to the edge of
the American River Canyon on the south and
Meadow Vista on the north.

It is unrealistic to lump us in with an highly urban
population. The needs/wants of that population
are the antithisis of what people who choose to
live here have consciously chosen. It is a choice to
be here. It would be criminal to change the lovely
pastoral setting. I just tried to draw the outline of 95703
my community. I can't because I can locate
Auburn or Meadow Vista? Auburn is the county
seat!!! This is a faulty survey. You've left out the
parts you don't want to consider seriously. I'm
appalled.

Yes

Yes

No

115

2021-08-20 3:29:53

Republican neighborhood

Cresthaven neighborhood

95678

No

Yes

No

116

2021-08-20 16:32:47

Families

Westpark. District 5- Scott Alvord.

95747

Yes

Yes

No

KEPT TOGETHER BECAUSE WE ARE RURAL,
SLIGHTLY AWAY FROM THE HUSTLE AND BUSTLE,
95614
WITH DIFFERENT NEEDS. IT WOULD BE NICE TO
KEEP OUR AREA A WOODLAND VACATION AREA.

Yes

Yes

No

117

2021-08-20 17:36:54

THE DESIRE TO KEEP NATURAL BEAUTY

UNINCORPORATED COOL IN DISTRICT 5

18

It should be kept together
It includes a diverse community of people.
Professions, and property ownership.
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118

2021-08-21 19:51:31

I live n Sun City Roseville. I feel our community of
seniors is more aligned with the Sacramento
area, since most of us conduct business, shop,
and have doctors not much further north than
Rocklin. We are not as involved with the areas
Our community is Sun City Roseville. Roseville
further north or east, including Yosemite. To have itself is close to Sacramento County.
a district that includes the more rural areas is not
indicative of our community, which is mostly
composed of people who retired and moved
from the Bay Area.

119

2021-08-22 2:44:12

120

2021-08-22 19:43:58

121

2021-08-22 23:19:55

A willingness to fund public spaces - parks,
libraries, swimming pools. A willingness to pay
for fire and police services
Older adult population. Links are recreation,
transportation, acess to services and community
connection.
Conservative, anti-CRT

122

2021-08-23 3:51:06

quiet neighborhoods, recreation, gardenings

As I mentioned in my statement above, we’re
more aligned with the Sacramento area than the
more rural areas further to the north and east.
Our district should not include areas such as
95747
Yosemite. Most of us have retired and moved
here from the Bay Area, so to include us with
communities further away from the Sacramento
area is not indicative of our community.

Yes

Yes

No

Already established boundaries; common
interests

95661

Yes

Yes

No

2-3 mile wide area along Hwy 49 from Dry Creek North Auburn is an older, established but growing
95602
to Luther Rd.
area.

Yes

Yes

No

95765

Yes

Yes

Yes

95678

Yes

Yes

Yes

Eastern Placer County has many distinct and
different opportunities and challenges from other
areas in the current district. First and foremost, it
is a heavily touristed area with a very passionate
local community. The area is also heavily
influenced by second home owners from SF Bay
Area. The environmental concerns are massive
96145
to protect the lake and the surrounding areas,
which makes the opportunities and challenges
very unique to other areas. The passionate local
community, as well as the 2nd home owner
influences are very strong, and the concerns are
both unique and broad-based, when it comes to
the Tahoe Basin.

Yes

Yes

No

community projectd/schools-education

Yes

Yes

No

Roseville

Rocklin
sierra vista - east of the crooked bridge, west of
roseville hile

123

2021-08-23 17:11:38

Lake Tahoe preservation, business development,
and community resources around the Truckee
Lake Tahoe / Placer County East
Area and Tahoe Basin.

124

2021-08-23 18:22:08

community projectd/schools-education

North-douglas
South-cirby way

19

Similar mind-set
modest historic housing, few track housing,
mature lots and quiet neighborhood

95661
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125

126

127

128

2021-08-23 23:12:23

2021-08-24 17:49:06

2021-08-24 20:12:59

2021-08-24 22:54:34

These questions seem pointless for redistricting
of supervisors. Common links: High quality of life,
close proximity to parks, amenities (food,
shopping, hardware stores, churches, etc). We West Roseville
want low crime, good schools, stand up against
ridiculous mask mandates when science doesn't
support them.

This question seems to be oxymoronic. (Kept
together, separate from one another)Obviously
similar community values is good, but should NOT
95747
be kept solely within ONE supervisorial district.
We need more representation as an economic
engine of the county.

Yes

Yes

Yes

The city of Rocklin, the quality school system, the
The city of Rocklin
wonderful parks and trails.

As one of the larger population centers - and still
growing, rapidly, it makes sense that our county
supervisor would cover the entire city, and
perhaps a portion of another area, rather than
95765
breaking us up. Currently we are covered partly
by someone who lives in Lincoln and partly by
someone who lives in Auburn. We need someone
who represents us.

Yes

Yes

No

95765

Yes

Yes

No

This community has already experienced division
and it is clear that collaboration is made more
tedious and time consuming, that any political
divisions resulted our specific concerns about our
95603
area have been fractured by having different
representation at the State and Federal levels.
Becomes so complicated and time wasting to
have to "double organize" and take our concerns
to multiple venues.

Yes

Yes

No

family activities, parks, walking trails

schools, parks& recreation, traditions,
appreciation of nature, service groups, places of
worship,

I'm not sure. I'm happy with were I live, the
schools, community spirit. What other things
should be considered? Diversity? Economic
We are very close to several other boundaries.
growth? Planned growth - shopping, schools,
We live in Rocklin, but closet shopping is Lincoln.
housing, public assistance facilities. It would be
nice to have some of that information on this
website.

Indian Hill Road, Shirland Tract, Dry Creek Road,
American River Canyon, less easily defined
beyond the areas immediately west of Hwy 49

20
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129

130

131

132

133

2021-08-25 7:02:52

Shared school district, shared suburban lifestyle.
Need for family amenities; parks, family
City of Rocklin
entertainment venues, shops.

Many day to day issues addressed by the county
such as taxes, health services, transportation
need to be addressed different for rural residents
than suburban residents. As a suburban resident,
we need centralized, efficient solutions, and we
95765
may well be willing to pay more for such
conveniences than rural residents. Suburban
communities like Rocklin should be kept together
to grant us relevant representation, not parceled
off into mixed rural-suburban districts.

2021-08-27 0:26:49

Care for our community and the bond of living in
Westpark. I feel like outside those bounds is a
a city but so far away from the city that we have
different place.
to take care of each other

It should be kept together because it's growing
and will only get bigger.

95747

Yes

Yes

Yes

2021-08-27 1:06:18

I do think considerations of living on rural
property are quite different from in town. Plus
we don’t get to vote in town is Loomis elections,
A shared appreciation of enjoying a semi rural
for example, so we are already excluded from the
life. What it’s like to live on a well, and everything
We are in rural Loomis. I suppose our community local township. I don’t really know what the
else. Some are linked by Christian values and/or
ramifications are of being more inclusive and
is unincorporated Loomis, Penryn, and
95650
conservative values. But I wouldn’t want to to
diverse within a district or being more just of one
Newcastle.
define my community that way because it seems
type. But I think those who I have the
insular and non-diverse to me.
considerations of living on a rural property
probably should belong together because we
have shared needs and interests.

Yes

Yes

No

2021-08-27 1:30:14

People of all ages need each other. I am elderly
but love to talk with my neighbors that are raising
I see common ground for uniting and supporting
their young families. I love the variety of ages in
family activities. I see commitment to others. I I am in eastern Roseville - I believe there are
many elderly living in the whole of Roseville. The Roseville, I love the small businesses (that are in 95661
also see a commitment to try to help young
elderly are active, wanting to be so.
need of our support), I love that the schools
people reach higher levels of employment,
provide activities for their students. I love living
utilizing their talents.
in Roseville.

Yes

Yes

No

2021-08-27 4:08:50

My community runs from Rubicon to Carnelian
Bay. I identify as a resident of the westshore. To a
Love of the outdoors, including such activities as
lessor degree I identify with the entire North Lake
skiing, boating, hiking, biking, golf, fishing, etc.
Tahoe community which would extend to include
The connection to the lake in the summer can't
Incline Village. From a broader perspective, my
be overstated. During the winter, the attraction
community would include the entire Tahoe basin,
turns to the mountains.
including all of the communities surrounding the
lake.

Yes

Yes

No

21

I'm not sure how to answer this question, but I
recognize there is definite identities being
promoted for each section of Lake Tahoe (ie:
96141
South Lake, Westshore, Northshore) . My
interests may be quite different than someone
from SLT, as theirs may be from mine. They're all
good in their own way.

Yes

Yes

Yes
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134

2021-08-27 12:44:02

135

2021-08-27 13:06:37

136

2021-08-27 15:14:03

North Tahoe - Sand Harbor past Kings Beach
Geography - the reach of public transit, ability to around to Tahoe City south to Tahoma & Meeks
Bay
shop groceries
Includes over hwys 89 & 267 to Truckee
I moved here in my more senior years. My
experience is related to my professional
I believe my industry and my sense of community
background. My sense of community is most
crosses any of these fictional boundaries
related those in my industry I don't know that
you can draw a boundary

Desire to follow community plan and preserve
low density lots and natural amenities.

137

2021-08-27 15:25:24

What does this question mean? What “bonds”
your community? “Common links”? Define
“community”.
What I think “bonds” the area I live is the lack of
representation from the current District 5
supervisor.

138

2021-08-27 15:44:35

Friends, neighbors, schools

139

2021-08-27 16:04:03

Please ignore my previous submission. I didn't
understand the map.

Donner summit creates barrier! Other side is
different from in the Tahoe Basin!

96148

Yes

Yes

No

My industry and sense of community is on
pervasive. I don't know that there is an answer to 95661
this question.

No

Yes

No

At one time we were included with Loomis.
Population growth in Roseville moved us within
southeastern portion of county. Folsom Lake on
that community. Roseville has a strong city
east, Sacramento County line on south, zig zag
95746
council and 2 supervisors. GB community is
line on Sierra College to west, and Indian Springs,
nothing like Roseville, but our community plan is
Dick Cook Road to north.
often changed to reflect what non residents of
our community do not support.

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

I live in North Auburn, north of Dry Creek Road,
on the East side of Hwy 49.

Any one with an Auburn mailing address should
be in a district all together, not divided like it is
currently.
Those of us with an Auburn address but are in
District 5 should be re-districted to District 3. We
have absolutely no representation from our
current supervisor as it appears her only interest
is in the Tahoe area unless it’s for a photo
95602
opportunity like the community meeting for the
River Fire.
I believe the rural areas of Auburn would be more
fairly and appropriately represented in District 3.
If that makes District 3 too large then I suggest
changing the district line so Rocklin is in another
district.

Auburn, Meadow Vista, Weimar, Grass Valley,
Colfax, Nevada City

Need to maintain diversity - urban and rural.

95603

Yes

Yes

Yes

Auburn to Weimar

We currently are grouped with District 3, even
though we have little to do with Rocklin or
Granite Bay, We are geographically and socially
linked to Auburn, yet separated from our town.

95603

Yes

Yes

Yes

commerce, neighbors, friends and schools

22
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140

141

142

2021-08-27 17:32:12

outdoor activities- skiing, biking. The love for
dogs, and the safety of our neighborhood from
fires.

Olympic Valley (Squaw)

We are different from Nevada City and the other
communities down the hill west of us. North Lake
Tahoe and Truckee shouldn't be categorized the
same way as those other towns. Our cost of living 96146
is higher up here too... but low income housing
guidelines isn't based on the local communities
income.

2021-08-27 22:36:49

We are a residential area with no industry and
little commercial. That makes for a calm and
quiet place to live. Please do not change this.

Granite Bay & areas north and east of granite
Bay; up Auburn Folsom toward Auburn.

Our likes, wants, and needs are similar. In a
word: Residential. This makes for a cohesive area 95746
and should not be changed.

Yes

Yes

Yes

2021-08-27 22:38:09

Hidden Lakes Estates has a single common
entrance with a view of two ponds and beautiful
landscaping. Under non-Covid circumstances,
there are at least four community events for the
Hidden Lakes Estates community.

Just north of Douglas Blvd. and east of FolsomAuburn Rd.
Our community borders the Folsom Lake State
Park. Several neighbors backyards, including my
own, back up to the Folsom Lake property.

It is a unique community that should be kept
together. Lots of interactions with neighbors as
they walk in the neighborhood and attend the
Hidden Lakes Estates events. This community
does not have sidewalks or street lights.

95746

Yes

Yes

No

Don’t know

Look just draw the boundaries fairly even split
between Republicans snd Democrats - I doubt
that you all will do that - but I can always hope
that you will play fair and not be biased by one
side or the other.

95747

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

2021-08-27 23:57:50

Nothing we all at at odds with each other since
the Republicans and Trump took over!!!

2021-08-28 0:27:31

Schools, neighborhood associations, common
interests in local areas of concern and ability to
communicated our concerns to our local elected North Auburn
representatives, who we choose to represent us
based on these communications.

Commonality and the fact relations have been
forged to ensure our local collective voices are
greats and represented accurately.

95604

Yes

Yes

No

145

2021-08-28 0:35:47

These higher density suburban communities are
Higher density suburban communities compared roughly defined by (mostly incorporated) Granite
to most of the rest of Placer County.
Bay, Roseville, Rocklin, Lincoln, Loomis and
Auburn.

These higher density suburban communities
(above) have different issues that affect them
compared to the more rural portions of Placer
County.

95661

Yes

Yes

Yes

146

2021-08-28 0:45:02

caring for people

Yes

Yes

No

147

2021-08-28 5:00:38

keep together
95650
I would love for our section of city to be a part of
Loomis. My children go to Loomis schools as do
most of my neighbors. I feel it makes sense to be 95677
a part of the city in which my children attend
schools.

Yes

Yes

No

143

144

loomis
I live on Sierra College near the Secret Ravine
behind the Bass Pro shop.
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149

150

151

2021-08-28 17:53:58

2021-08-29 1:50:28

2021-08-29 17:44:44

2021-08-30 22:01:19

Desire for a safe healthy.neighborhood and
healthy natural environment

ROCKLIN IS SUBURBAN. WE HAVE SIMILAR
COMMON ISSUES AS LOOMIS. OVER THE NEXT
TEN YEARS BOTH ROCKLIN, AND ESPECIALLY
LOOMIS WILL CONTINUE TO EXPERIENCE
SIGNIFICANT GROWTH. WHILE PORTIONS OF
LOOMIS WILL CONTINUE TO BE RURAL AS IS
THEIR DESIRE, OTHER PARTS WILL GO THROUGH
THE A SIMILAR EXPANSION AS ROCKLIN HAS
OVER THE PAST 40 YEARS.

Common links - public safety; good education
available, strong vibrant economy, cultural
opportunities - art, festivals; acceptance of
cultural diversity.

Living in the mountains near Lake Tahoe

Blue Oaks to Cirby and Galleria-Harding to
Foothills

CITY OF ROCKLIN BOUNDARIES. HOWEVER,
BOTH LOOMIS AND ROCKLIN SHARE HIGH
SCHOOL DISTRICTS (I.E. DEL ORO, ROCKLIN AND
WHITNEY HIGH SCHOOLS). ALSO, THEY SHARE
OTHER COMMON ENTERPRISE DISTRICTS LIKE
SPMUD.
LOGICALLY, THE BOUNDARIES OF THE CITY OF
ROCKLIN AND THE TOWN OF LOOMIS SHOULD
FORM ONE SUPERVISOR'S DISTRICT. THE TOTAL
POPULATION OF BOTH COMMUNITIES
APPROXIMATES THE NUMBER REQUIRED FOR
THE BOUNDARIES.
I live in East Roseville, and consider my
community to be relatively wide - from Auburn
Folsom Road and Douglas, up to Sierra College
and down to Sunrise BLvd and Cirby.

The Tahoe basin--including Kings Beach, Tahoe
City, Squaw, Northstar, Tahoma

152

2021-08-30 23:12:07

this is a small community with its own private
infrastructure.
Water and sewer systems, private roads, and
community government to serve our needs.
Of course, police, garbage and fire services come North Auburn,, Auburn Valley Golf Course
from the county. the golf course is within and a
member of our community and participates as 22
home owners for recreation and financial
responsibility.

153

2021-08-31 5:42:03

Modern suburb of Sacramento.

154

2021-09-01 21:34:30

Gold country history and sense of community

Roseville - New Roseville, parts of Lincoln,
Sacramento
City of Auburn including the airport and the
Bowman area.

24

Why ever would you separate communities?
Seems divisive. Community collaboration,
support and cooperation leads to the most
positive outcomes for all. Please do address
needs of diverse groups too!

95678

Yes

Yes

Yes

COMMUNICATION AND ACCOUNTABILITY
WOULD BE IMPROVED WITH THE ABOVE
PROPOSED BOUNDARIES.

95677

Yes

Yes

No

I think the community should be kept together
based on the values the community has. For
example, Roseville has a high value on parks,
recreation and attractive public spaces. I like that. 95661
I feel that Roseville priorities public safety, and
libraries, etc. And in creating opportunities for
bringing the community together.

Yes

Yes

No

96143

Yes

Yes

No

95602

Yes

Yes

No

95747

Yes

Yes

Yes

95603

Yes

Yes

No

We need representation that understands our
issues and concerns

Our resources are all paid for by each home
owner. they are monitored according to county
and state regulations and built to this
community's size and populations.

Things seem to work well as currently situated.
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2021-09-02 19:14:51

Sun City Lincoln Hills is a cohesive community of
active 55+ adults.
We have different political views, however we
are all interested in issues related to Senior
Adults.

156

2021-09-02 19:39:11

Schools, safety, community resources, families
and businesses.

157

2021-09-03 16:59:59

The Penryn/Loomis areas have the same school
districts and share the same churches and
shopping areas and parks!

158

2021-09-03 20:23:44

The Whitney Oaks Home Owners Association anď
Whitney Oaks, Rocklin
the schools Chamber of Commerce.

It is a community.

95765

Yes

Yes

No

159

2021-09-04 17:13:43

Sun City Roseville over 55

Sun City

Kept together

95747

Yes

Yes

No

2021-09-04 22:55:59

Many of the the common links in Rocklin are
common links in other Placer County
communities. Based on how we vote in Rocklin, I
think it can be concluded that we value excellent
schools, our public library, community wide
landscaping and parks ($10/yr special tax
reupped every ten years with a 86% approval last
time!), and a pragmatic, straightforward, can-do
city council. As County Librarian (1992-2005), I
had the privilege of getting to know all the
communities in Placer County. I thought we were
pretty lucky to have such a reasonable, educated
population, and a sprinkling of interesting
differences.

I live in Rocklin and consider it my community.
However, because I worked with every
community in the County (with the exception of
Roseville and Lincoln because they had their own
libraries), I have an affection for all the
communities in Placer County. Also, because I
lived in Auburn for many years, I still frequent
many stores, restaurants, and services there, and
care about the community's welfare.

I would use city lines, MAC lines, and other
similar lines already in place as much as possible
in redrawing the new districts. I would make
every effort to avoid anything that hints at
gerrymandering.

95765

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

160

Sun City Lincoln Hills

I am located between Fairway and Blue Oaks in
the Campania Condominium complex on Dante
Circle.
boundaries are ...hwy 193, sierra college , cavittstalllman, auburn-folsom rd, Newcastle/Indian
Hill rd

161

2021-09-06 17:46:07

Sun City Roseville and Sun City Lincoln Hills home The confines of Sun City Roseville and Sun City
owners.
Lincoln Hills

162

2021-09-07 18:32:23

rural small town professional hard working
families

163

2021-09-07 18:36:38

small town safe rural community- 831 people.
Penryn
Bickford does not fit in- should be Lincoln Zipcode

Penryn

25

Our community has needs that are different from
other local areas. We don't have school age kids.
95648
We are concerned about health care, social
security & other issues related to aging in place.

Yes

Yes

No

It appears that a realignment may be
advantageous to evenly distribute the districts.

95678

Yes

Yes

No

We share everything...see box above..so we
should stay together!!!

95663

Yes

Yes

Yes

These two retirement communities represent
people of similar income and age groups, with
95747
similar needs and expectations from their
government
Penryn is a small town- 831 people. Another
Jewel of the foothills. plenty of places to
95663
purchase homes and live in city limits- leave rural
areas rural.
Small town, established rural ag area.Hard
working families work hard and pay high dollars
95663
to live here, to be free and safe of busy city life.
Please respect it.
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165

166

167

168

169

2021-09-07 20:34:00

I live in Rocklin. We use to live near Rocklin High
School now we live closer to Spring View. I think
the city is our boundary but I think I would
include Loomis also.

I do not think separating south placer would be a
95677
good idea.

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

2021-09-09 17:26:03

Rural spacing, availability to quality organic foods
Placer County
and fantastic schools

The community should be encouraged to be
together. The sense of community is derived here
95663
and necessary. Recent divisions nationally, have
separated this community adversely.

2021-09-09 20:09:00

Proximity, shared trails, shared community
concerns

We should be separate from Auburn area - we
should be our own because our concerns in the
Tahoe basin are NOT the same as in urban
Auburn.

96146

Yes

Yes

No

2021-09-11 6:11:09

Residents here at this new community live in
Roseville Placer County. All residents pays Mello
Roos for the city of Roseville Placer County.
We live in the city of Roseville, not Antelope. Our The end of West Park in the city of Roseville not
Makes no sense to have our children go to
95747
Antelope. Kids are attending schools in Antelope
County is Placer not Sacramento. Residents in
Sacramento County in the city of Antelope. A
Sacramento County, Center Joint District.
Roseville pays Mello Roos for what purpose?
brand new High School just open and is accepting
in needs of Roseville students, but cannot take
them due to a ridiculous boundary.

yes

yes

Yes

2021-09-17 8:02:03

Safety
Community events and arts
Community identity
love of environment and outdoors

I live in North Auburn, one block north of City
limits.

We live in foothills -not flatlands of High Sierra

Yes

Yes

No

2021-09-17 20:42:32

Penryn post office and library, loomis school
district, Portuguese Hall, Sierra College campus,
Penryn and Rocklin Libraries. Flower Farm ,
Loomis park, griffith quarry park,and more

193-newcastle-auburnfolsom rd-douglas rd harding

because we in penryn all use the loomis district
schools, and shop in loomis and rocklin and
Newcastle.,,,and shop in roseville.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Family, friends, and faith. We’re all working hard
to support ourselves and our families, but never Roseville
at the expense of our families.

I think all of Placer County has the same value for
life, liberty and property. Seeing the way the
adjacent counties have used COVID-19 to trample
all over those rights has been really scary. The
95747
people over here understand personal
responsibility and respect each other’s
individualism.

Yes

Yes

No

The desire to stay small and rural . Two acre
minimum property

Because we have the same values as our
neighbors

Yes

Yes

Yes

170

171

I think many people moved to Rocklin for the
family environment - safe neighborhoods, great
schools, city fire and policy and amazing sports
programs for our kids.

2021-09-20 16:28:04

North Lake Tahoe

LoomisLoomis /pennrynLoomis /rocklinLoomis /
NewcastleLoomis / GraniteBay

26

95603

95650
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172

District 3 is for the most part still a small rural
community and we'd like to keep it that way!

District 3, we should either keep the status quo
or separate ourselves from Rocklin and just be
Loomis, Penryn and NewCastle.

173

Activities…food, sports, common interests.

Kingswood/Fairgrounds area

174

People over age 55.

Del Webb Sun City Lincoln Hills, approximately
11,000 people.

175

Rocklin and Roseville are nonstop developing. We
need to keep the remaining towns rural and not 95650
overdevelop our community.

Yes

Yes

No

95678

Yes

Yes

No

95648

yes

yes

No

Small, semi-rural communities that support local,
small business and manage the influx of visitors
via Interstate 80. Living in the country, in small
Weimar
neighborhoods or larger parcels of property also
require the ability to contend with wildlife, be
alert to wildfire and protect natural resources.

The communities of North Auburn, Clipper Gap,
Heather Glen, Meadow Vista, Applegate,Weimar,
Colfax, Dutch Flat, Alta, etc should be separate
95713
from Tahoe. We have very little in common with
the mountain communities and vice-versa.

Yes

Yes

No

176

a rural community only 30 mintues from Auburn The Foresthill Divide

Clearly it will have to be included in a larger
district, one that is primarily rural and the
northestern part of the County

95631

Yes

Yes

No

177

Farmland, cattle, horses, and plenty of oak trees.
Communities of folks who actually enjoy being
around each other, gathering together for music,
holiday, and other fun annual events. Auburn is
more like Penryn, Loomis, Newcastle than Tahoe,
Alta, and all the higher altitude places.

Again, see the bonds. Auburn is in the foothills,
See above. Just move Auburn (and North Auburn)
not up in the higher altitudes where those with a
into district 3, and consider adding Granite Bay to
more "hermit-like" attitude live. We're "small95603
District 1. I don't believe Granite Bay needs to be
town" and like to gather like Newcastle, Penryn,
its own district. They aren't that special.
and Loomis.

Yes

Yes

Yes

This is one neighborhood and we are East
Roseville. Why are we voting for people who are
95661
in West Roseville across the freeway? That has
nothing to do with us.

Yes

Yes

No

95747

Yes

Yes

No

95747

Yes

Yes

No

95765

Yes

Yes

Yes

95765

Yes

Yes

No

2021-09-20 22:11:59

178

Its an HOA with a random piece of empty lot in
the middle. We are bound by Eureka Union
School District with Granite Bay. We should be
voting for our own district and only for our own
district. I'm not sure why we had vote in the
RHUSD district for new board members. My kids
won't be going to those schools.

179

Schools,parks,trails, community events,policy,fire
West Roseville, Vineyard, Unincorporated area.
and community officers

180
181

182

2021-09-21 2:01:20

Johnson Ranch/Courtyard

senior community
Sun City Roseville
School quality, aside from the new board. Family
Rocklin
friendly.
demographics such as ethnicity, age, income

Whitney Oaks area of Rocklin

27

I don’t think it should be separated…keep the
community activities going.
55+ people have different issues than a
community with many K-12 children (younger
families).

My area should become incorporated into
Roseville to keep the community services and
people connected.
keep together with others nearby
I think Rocklin is an appropriate size to be kept all
together.
People work hard to get their community to
adhere to standards that are agreeable to
residents. Forcing people to comingle can create
stress.
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183

Geography, history. School and church and fire
sept. We all have poor internet access and work Gold run to emigrant gap.
hard to maintain defensible space for our homes.

184

Acreage lots

185

Shared space and resources

186

187

188

As a rural small community we need to be where
95701
our voice can be heard.

Yes

Yes

No

95663

Yes

Yes

No

95747

No

Yes

No

I believe strongly that the City of Auburn and
North Auburn are very much one community that
share the same concerns and points of view.
There is certainly a sense of shared pride for the
community. People are compassionate towards
each other and for the needs of those less
fortunate.

Again, all of Auburn, including the City of Auburn,
Bell Road area is where I live, but I believe all of are one community. Everything from parks to
the Auburn area, including the City of Auburn, are shopping to schools to general services are
95602
shared by all Auburn residents. Interstate 80 and
the boundaries of our community (basically
Highway 49 impact all of Auburn, not just the
everything in the 95602 and 95603 zip codes).
City.

Yes

Yes

No

Small town, Agriculture is king, Farming is a way
of life. Restricted to 2.3 building site. Bickford
ranch community needs to abandoned!!

Penryn is small agriculture community and at the
hart of Placer County Mandarin groves. Its
density is controlled by 2.3 acres min. space for
Penryn.. Keep Bickford out of community!!!! Let single housing. Bickford is high density and the
planning department is letting them do anything 95663
it go to Lincoln. Penryn should not be part of
they want is it brings in high revenue!! Bull dose
Bickford project.
everything an plant houses without the basics to
support such as water , electricity and waste
discharge.

Yes

Yes

No

Geographic location.

For simple purposes, East of Donner Summit.
More critically, within the Tahoe Basin, plus
Squaw Valley and Alpine Meadows (i.e., not
including areas in Truckee and Donner Summit).
Wow--fantastic government work, folks: the draw
tool below is not at all self-explanatory and
clicking on the link turns back a dead end. Well
done; collect those pensions.

Yes

Yes

No

Taylor road to the lake
Fiddyment road, highway 65, blue oaks and
junction blvd

28

We are wholly different from the rest of Placer
County and should be represented separate from
96145
communities on the Western side of the County.
We deserve full autonomy.
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2021-09-21 15:21:05

Lake Tahoe is the common bond in my
community. The love for the outdoors,
recreation, ski areas, are what bonds our
community.

We should 100% be separate from Western
Placer County, over Donner Summit. The
communities could not be more different and
they share almost nothing in common. Our
supervisors seem to have little to zero care for
our mountain town and our community needs,
I would say that our Tahoe/Truckee boundary is
other than the income that we produce. That
Donner Summit and the El Dorado County line on
96143
income should stay in our community, not travel
the West Shore of Tahoe.
West, to a community that shares nothing in
common with us. It makes no sense for Lake
Tahoe and parts of Truckee, to be part of
Roseville, Auburn, etc... where it makes perfect
sense for East of Donner Summit, to be separated
from the rest of Placer County.

Yes

Yes

Yes

190

Quality of life has always been the reason people
choose to work and live in Auburn specifically,
and Placer County as a whole. Exceptional
schools, affordable housing, employment
opportunities (here and down the hill), foothillsmall town-rural lifestyle, outdoor recreation,
and accessible health care are all "links" or
"bonds" we can agree on. The challenge is that
I live on the canyon rim in the Aeolia Heights
we do not always agree on how to build on or
maintain those "bonds." Additionally, population neighborhood of Auburn. I'm currently in District
5.
growth and, therefore, the political power is
increasingly centered in South Placer. This often
makes the foothill and mountain communities,
like the Greater Auburn area, feel like we are
being disregarded in favor of our more urban
neighbors -- as evidenced by the continual shift of
county programs, courts, etc. to South Placer.
The county is the major employer in our
community so this is very concerning.

Because of where the population centers in
Placer Co. currently exist, there is a very real
likelihood that we will end up with one supervisor
representing all of the foothill and mountain
communities and four supervisors representing
South Placer. That is a huge concern. As such, I
95603
would like to see the current district 3 area either
maintained or expanded into the Greater
Auburn/foothill communities to ensure a more
balanced representation on the board of
supervisors to ensure and better reflect the
diversity of Placer County.

Yes

Yes

No

191

Many activities -- art, theater, high school sports,
kids programs through ARD, Old Town Auburn
Uptown Auburn, involvement in the community Auburn city limits
by citizens, riendliness of residents and business
owners.

Many activities -- art, theater, high school sports,
kids programs through ARD, Old Town Auburn
Uptown Auburn, involvement in the community 95603
by citizens, riendliness of residents and business
owners.

Yes

Yes

Yes

2021-09-21 18:46:35
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Long cul-de-sac: the People living along
Including all roads feeding into HSB including
horseshoebar from Auburn Folsom rd to the lake peach, prospector, NLB etc

Common concerns and interests based on
location: fire danger/egress; proximity to lake
and stateland, Access to trails on stateland and
near roads, resurfacing of roads, access to ditch
water, safe roads to schools (Placer ES)/trail
easement along HSB rd., Folsom lake viewshed
should not be changed significantly

95650

Yes

Yes

No

Auburn and surrounding areas that frequent
Auburn as well as Roseville for more dining and
retail opportunities

Auburn proper and Roseville and Rocklin tend to
be more progressive than many other areas in
95603
the foothills

Yes

Yes

No

I’m located East of Bell Road, west of collar and
south of Nevada city in placer county

Because we need someone from our local area
not a representative who resides up in Sierra
county. They’re needs are much different than
ours. We are semi suburban and they are rural
farm and ranch lands. No commonality

95602

Yes

Yes

No

95602

No

yes

No

The HOA has to stay part of Loomis - housing
construction approvals happen there and have to
be synchronized with approvals inside the HOA.
95650
Loomis public roads, fire department ate tied into
the HOA. No specific separations needed from
any other entity.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Here is MY two cents, split placer cty into two,
One would be Lincoln Rocklin Roseville Granite
95677
Bay Which would be about 200K residents, and
Every where else which would be 200k residents.

Yes

Yes

No

198

Honestly, if I wanted to be in those areas/districts
then I would be. I bought house where I wanted 95765
to be. I don't want to be part of another area.

No

Yes

No

199

Rocklin should be 1 district or be ALL included in
1 district. Separating the city (like it currently is)
between 2 districts is NOT good. Put all of
95765
Rocklin in 1 district (65,000 people) or include ALL
of Rocklin in another is acceptable. 1 city, 1
school district, 1 supervisor!!!!

Yes

Yes

Yes

192

193

access to nature, festivals, friendships

194

Fire danger, water, representation from
individuals familiar with our community

195

I forgot to mention in my precious submitted,
lack of internet providers.

196

2021-09-21 22:17:57

197

Commonality of problems - commonality of
solutions to those problems.

Sierra de Montserrat - an HOA in Loomis. The
relevant ties from the HOA are back into the
Town of Loomis.

Here is MY two cents

2021-09-22 0:38:09

Youth Sports, School district and community
events

ROCKLIN (city of)
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Having people that are educated and wanting a
safe neighborhood where our kids can grow up
and get a good education.

District 3

The areas have been working fine so why would
we need to change it. Keep it together.

95765

Yes

Yes

No

Not much these days

Old Rocklin vs Stanford Ranch

No communities should be kept separate from
another. Odd and divisive question.Are these
really the questions that determine what the new 95677
boundaries will be? Seems subjective rather than
analytical.

No

Yes

Yes

202

People working together and doing what needs
to be done to lower covid cases.

Rocklin

Can we get rid of the anti mask people in charge?
95765
They are ruining the county.

No

Yes

No

203

I see very few common links in my community
since the 2016 election cycle. It is now a mix of
extreme right wing people who do not respect
Rocklin - Pacific Street to Stanford Ranch Blvd.,
the ideas, values, and thoughts of others. Of the
The Quarry District, Crossings @ Rocklin is the
few common links I notice via social media or
boundary between my community and Loomis.
when just out and about, I see: materialism,
selfishness, racism, and a new criminal element
(homeless or otherwise).

I see no point in separating it or redistricting. It is
95677
what it is.

No

Yes

No

204

Rocklin is the 3rd largest city in Placer and should
City limits of Rocklin
be treated as a voting block.

95677

Yes

Yes

No

200

201

205

2021-09-22 15:11:59

2021-09-23 0:18:28

206

Rocklin is s one of the largest cities in Placer
County and should be kept as an independent
voting block.
We live in the same area with the same traffic
issues and share a neighborhood.

Proximity and types of properties in our area.

East Rocklin

95677

Yes

Yes

Yes

The North Auburn Community has common
bonds to the rural community environment of
open spaces, quiet and calming residential
properties, agricultural farms and ranches and an
appreciation for the natural beauty. The previous
connections to connecting locations by common
boundaries are strong with common interests
and goals.

North Auburn is currently in the District 5
Supervisorial District. The change from District 3
to 5 resulted in many negative impacts due to the
expansion up the I-80 corridor to the Lake Tahoe District 5 needs to be returned to District 3 where
area. The increase in traffic, accidents, tourism, the communities continue to be compatible and 95602
economic endeavors, developments, crime,
previous bonds are still in place and viable.
vandalism, and other urban influences
significantly changed the community. The District
maps reveal the boundaries.

Yes

Yes

No

207

Shopping, access to colleges and entertainment,
employment opportunities.

Lincoln California (see map, below)

Placer County has connections to El Dorado and
Nevada Counties, plus the Tahoe area. These
areas should be connected as they are largely
rural, not remote wilderness.

208

The health and preservation of Lake Tahoe and
the communities on it's shore.Housing for our
workforce so people don't have to move away.

West and North Shore of Lake Tahoe including
Alpine Meadows and Olympic Valley.

We need to stay together since we are a smaller
population than the cities in Western Placer.We
need representation for our unique needs.

2021-09-23 5:39:04
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95648

Yes

Yes

No

96145

Yes

Yes

Yes
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209

Bonded communities are always smaller than
supervisor districts are drawn.

95648

Yes

Yes

No

One school district, one city and Rocklin Proud!

95765

Yes

Yes

No

210

Whitney Ranch House, Soccer, Youth Sports and
Schools

211

The family atmosphere, love of nature, and clean North Auburn south of the junction of Atwood
water and air.
and Richardson.

We are a unified community integrated by our
communal park, pond, and school. We have a
HOA that determines regulations about keeping
the neighborhood clean and safe.

95603

Yes

Yes

Yes

Highway 65, I-80 & the mall are the top features
in my area

This area seems to have a good mix of economic
backgrounds, political ideologies, ages and
ethnicities. We typically shop at the same
95678
Grocery stores & big box operations, commute
together, and dine together.

Yes

Yes

Yes

95722

Yes

Yes

No

All I know is that it seems very irresponsible to
ask the common everyday folks of Placer to draw
sample districts on a freaking map. People will
divide proportionality by geography. That’s a
given. The governance of this county is of and for
95746
THE PEOPLE. Please draw districts that do not
allow an overrepresentation of power by those in
extremely rural areas. Roseville and it’s suburbs
should encompass four of these five districts,
three at the very least. I can’t believe I’m having
to write this.

Yes

Yes

No

Our area has unique circumstances, benefits and
challenges being at the lake which are different
96145
from communities in the western part of the
county.

Yes

Yes

No

212

213

2021-09-23 19:55:51

2021-09-23 22:43:17

Rocklin

65 South to the Police HQ/Fairgrounds, Galleria
Mall to Woodcreek Oaks Blvd.

Rural community service needs. Need for more
Meadow Vista boundaries pretty much align with
Similar needs and demographics.
County services from our significant contributing
the Placer Hills Fire District boundaries.
share of property taxes.

214

215

Local engagement, knowing the people you see
The Highlands area of Tahoe City, on the North
on the trails, at restaurants, in stores and around
Shore of Lake Tahoe.
town.
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216

love for Lake Tahoe and events that appeal more
to locals than visitors (such as movies in the park,
ice cream socials, use of the libraries, and
enjoying the lake, parks, and trails on weekdays
and off-season or just running into neighbors in
local eateries)

Tahoe Vista / Estates (although I used to live in
the old part of Carnelian Bay that is defined by
Center St. and still feel a part of that
neighborhood)

My community is not at risk of division by
redistricting, but if more are to be added. Please
be careful to preserve our culture of wanting to
protect the health of the Sierra Nevada
mountains and especially Lake Tahoe. Therefore, 96148
please don't include in District 5 any new
communities that demonstrate disinterest in
protecting the environment. The environment
DEFINES us!

217

We recreate in Nevada City, South Lake Tahoe,
Truckee, Folsom Lake but not in Amador County.
We shop in the "big" cities of Grass Valley,
Roseville, Folsom that surround our rural/ foothill
homes not in the cities of Fresno County. We
commute using highways 80, 50 and 49 not the
roadways of Alpine County.We use the bike trails
that connect Nevada, Placer and El Dorado
County as well as the city of Folsom.Placer,
Nevada and El Dorado Counties share emergency
services with each other. Placer and Nevada
Counties are in the same CalFire
District.Community members who have lost their
homes due to fire are relocated to Grass Valley,
Auburn, Roseville, El Dorado Hills.Our local roads
(Sierra College Blvd/Hazel Ave, Auburn Folsom,
49) traverse Nevada, Placer and El Dorado
Counties and Folsom.We share common
challenges in these three counties and Folsom
such as huge growth, traffic, public
transportation, and fire danger.

We recreate in Nevada City, South Lake Tahoe,
Truckee, Folsom Lake but not in Amador County.
We shop in the "big" cities of Grass Valley,
Roseville, Folsom that surround our rural/ foothill
homes not in the cities of Fresno County. We
commute using highways 80, 50 and 49 not the
roadways of Alpine County.We use the bike trails
that connect Nevada, Placer and El Dorado
County as well as the city of Folsom.Placer,
Nevada and El Dorado Counties share emergency
services with each other. Placer and Nevada
Counties are in the same CalFire
District.Community members who have lost their
homes due to fire are relocated to Grass Valley,
Auburn, Roseville, El Dorado Hills.Our local roads
(Sierra College Blvd/Hazel Ave, Auburn Folsom,
49) traverse Nevada, Placer and El Dorado
Counties and Folsom.We share common
challenges in these three counties and Folsom
such as huge growth, traffic, public
transportation, and fire danger.

These communities are where we live, work,
shop and recreate. This suggested area has a
population of 535,388 which would be the
perfect size for a district and it would be
consolidated around the 80, 50 and 49
transportation corridors instead of being spread
95650
out over 10 different counties. Include the fact
that these counties are some of the fastest
growing areas in CA and therefore very important
to take that into consideration. Cities like Auburn
and Truckee should not be split into 2 districts
but included in this one district.

218

Age - 55 s d over community

Sun City Tosrville

219

My community links with Auburn. It is divisive to
Auburn
split the community the way that it is.

220

Values of a walkable community and high
performing schools. We still have small-town fill
Rocklin
but the new home construction is starting to
erode that.

2021-09-24 3:55:57

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

95747

Yes

Yes

No

95603

Yes

Yes

No

Individual towns and schools have personalities, if
one area just becomes a massive urban center
95765
you lose that. Placer is an agriculture and rural
community at its heart and should stay that way.

Yes

Yes

No

Because we all chose to live in a retirement
community
I have less in common with Meadow Vista and
Christian Valley and farther locations than I do
with Auburn.
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Loomis - Penryn - Newcastle - Ophir

Keeping these areas together will allow for
coordinated planning on topics of common
interest such are fire prevention, land
95650
use/development, water conservation, and road
maintenance/transportation issues.

Yes

Yes

yes

222

Quality of life, quiet. slow pace.lack of over
stressed infrastructure (unlike what you are
creating in and around the Lincoln area and the
highway 65 corridor).

Meadow Vista

The county desire for tax revenues overcomes
common sense. You need to have developers
foot the freight for expanded infrastructure
growth if they care to profit from their projects.
Grow out in the empty farmlands off 65 and
expand 65 to support all the cars you are adding
to the mess already.

95722

Yes

Yes

No

223

Our community is small but very tight-knit. We
have a large population of middleclass
hardworking families and we could use more
infrastructure. Access to childcare, transportation
and affordable housing is a need.

Our community is small but very tight-knit. We
have a large population of middleclass
hardworking families and we could use more
infrastructure. Access to childcare, transportation
and affordable housing is a need.

95631

No

Yes

yes

Love of the outdoors mountain serenity
volunteers

Brockway / Kings Beach
Forest Hill Divide

To fight Overdevelopement!
sense of Community

94915
95631

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

No
No

221

224
225

2021-09-24 15:17:31

2021-09-24 17:53:16

Rural lifestyle, small family farms and ranches.
Schools.

226

Education and communication

Incline village to KB to Tahoe city to Squaw and
truckee

Placer county is a mistake and is far away. They
are not in touch or align with our community or
values. We have a third gas station added to KB.
That’s crazy, trash, short term rentals, lack of
education on our forests, wildlife and lake
responsibility. Are issues are different then
auburn area. Placer County needs to go away.

96144

Yes

Yes

No

227

1. Desire for a safe place to live. 2. Desire for
good schools, recreation opportunities and
access to healthcare.

West Roseville.

I think community should be kept together to
avoid increased government cost and duplication 95747
of services.

Yes

Yes

No
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228

The people in Colfax are very supportive of one
another and the businesses here however I
believe the income is either very high or very low,
so we have many who are struggling to stay
afloat (elderly and veterans mostly) and who
cannot afford to help support our businesses.
Some could use some outside support since the
community members cannot do it all (caregiving
and such). Meals on Wheels has been very helpful
there. The SVCC (our community center) is a
great hub of our community and offer programs
like exercise, food subsidies, etc., plus
entertainment that brings our community
together. The High School is a big "sense of
community" builder. And the library is fabulous as
they cater to the little kids, teens (before COVID,
with the computers) and adults alike.

229

229

230

2021-09-25 18:32:32

See Colfax on your map. We have a small town
area but the borders extend into the hills. I
believe many of the hill folks stick to home,
farming, raising animals and such, only coming
into town for supplies, not so much for
entertainment. However the "in town" group
seem to like the entertainment provided at the
Theater (pre-COVID), the Railhead (local pub),
and various eating establishments plus the little
shops which are filled with interesting goods.

We are unique in our care for one another and
sense of "small community" feel. We need the
traffic that stops in off Hwy 80 (to help the
restaurants, gas stations, etc., but like them to
come and leave. We do not particularly want to
be a big town.

95713

Yes

Yes

No

Cleaning up trash on the beach together. Cleaning
up trails and other places outdoor when it’s also
Kings beach, Truckee, Incline, Tahoe city.
been trashed. Keeping bears out of trash
unlocked bins.

Larger areas that hold more people with hotels
are not the same as a small grid with no hotels.
Even Truckee seems different than Kings Beach.
96143
Donner Lake is different than north shore. We’re
all mixed together but larger areas are not the
same as smaller ones.

Yes

Yes

No

Cleaning up trash on the beach together. Cleaning
up trails and other places outdoor when it’s also
Kings beach, Truckee, Incline, Tahoe city.
been trashed. Keeping bears out of trash
unlocked bins.

Larger areas that hold more people with hotels
are not the same as a small grid with no
hotels.Even Truckee seems different than Kings
96143
Beach. Donner Lake is different than north shore.
We’re all mixed together but larger areas are not
the same as smaller ones.

Yes

Yes

yes

Working class and retired people, conservative
thinking.

Our area should be kept separate from the
greater Truckee Tahoe area. Income, politics,
family values all differ. I want to see
representation for our area that accurately
represents our area and not the interests of the
Tahoe area.

Yes

Yes

No

Meadow Vista, Weimar, Applegate, Colfax, Alta,
Dutch Flat. NOT TRUCKEE
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231

I live in lincoln hills. Tom McClintock represents
nothing I believe ‼️I am not well enough informed
to know what redistricting would result in our
ability to vote him out or move his base to
another currently Republican district. I have no
logistical suggestions. And I don’t know what the
breakdown of Democrats to Republican is in sun
city. I’m not much help, but appreciate your
work!,

95648

No

Yes

No

It may need different representation than we
Bordered by Rocklin and Roseville. That is where
have now to reflect the citizen diversity in
we shop, eat, play.
thoughts and beliefs.

232

South Placer is more diverse than rest of Placer.
Many have arrived from Bay Area. Our
representatives need to be linked to this
difference and represent their beliefs.

95648

Yes

Yes

No

233

Other parts of Placer are more suburban (i.e.
Auburn and further west) We have a completely
different agenda and priorities and values than
these towns outside the basin. There is tourism
here, and there is not nearly as much tourism
outside the basin, and as such, we need different
Care for the environment in the basin. Those of Tahoe Vista in the Tahoe basin. Boundaries would
rules and budgets to keep Lake Tahoe safe and
us in the basin strive to continue the preservation be Incline Village / NV border on the east and
protected for future residents to enjoy. Lake
Nevada County on the west and surrounds.
and protection of the lake and its clarity, and
96148
Tahoe is a national monument and that has very
Auburn and beyond is not the same community
upkeep of the natural wilderness to make the
different needs, unlike the rest of Placer
at all.
area stay wild and beautiful.
County.We need to strike a balance of tourism
and residential community needs, so that the
influx of residents and tourists isn't unhealthy and
damaging to the area for future generations to
enjoy like we do. This is not top of mind for folks
outside the basin.

Yes

Yes

yes

Keeping Rocklin together enables all of our
residents to be represented by an individual with
City of Rocklin. Bordered by Lincoln to the North,
a direct interest in the community. It provides for 95765
Roseville to the West and Loomis to the East.
a greater opportunity to elect an individual from
community.

Yes

Yes

No

No
No

Yes
Yes

No
No

2021-09-27 3:20:21

234

235
236

95603

2021-09-28 5:12:46
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237

Lake Tahoe and the Sierra. Mindset that we are a
Eastern Plaster at Lake Tahoe.
resort community

238

City Hall location is fabulous! So much is always
going on. Love it!

I live on B Street and I don't believe we have set
boundaries. I would love to set one up but most
of my neighbors are Mexican and do not speak
English as well.

239

2021-09-28 22:00:11

Families populate this area; respect for people;
safe community; clean community

Fiddyment Rd to the East; North Hayden Pkwy to
the north and south; and North Hayden Pkwy to
the east (and a bit further), and Crawford Pkwy to
the south (and a bit further)

2021-09-29 0:21:31

240

241

242

We have.unique needs that are alien to those
who live in the “flatlands”. Our roads are a
dangerous mess and public transportation is
fragmented. Senior services are dangerously
lacking.

96148

Yes

Yes

No

I believe the community should be kept together
95678
in the event of urgency.

No

Yes

No

Similar likes; working schedules; play schedules;
access to present day schools and retail
infrastructure (and future planned schools and
retail infrastructure).

95747

Yes

Yes

yes

The neighbors really make my neighborhood
special. Pre-COVID there have been many
community events around the holidays and those Fiddyment Farm
have been great ways to meet new neighbors and
make friends.

This community is already separate from Crocker
Ranch which is less than a mile away. This area is
expanding quickly and Fiddyment Road and Blue 95747
Oaks Blvd are good boundary markers to keep it
separate from developments near by.

Yes

Yes

yes

Our Northstar community is bound to Truckee Nevada County. It is ridiculous that Placer County
runs up in a weird line to include Northstar and
the ski area. It's clearly just a money grab. When I
registered to vote, I had to drive an hour and a
half which is voter suppression.

Northstar should be part of Truckee. The address
96161
for Northstar IS Truckee.

Yes

Yes

No

My immediate community does not like highdensity housing and strip malls; likes nature and
open space. We hate seeing native trees
destroyed for strip malls. Even in the more
developed areas, we'd like to see borders - parks
or open space to separate the high-density
housing. Yet, too many gated communities take
away from the natural beauty

Examples provide the best information. The
Walmart off of Sierra College in Rocklin, along
with the high density housing that sits behind the
store is NOT what my community wants. This is
not about Walmart or the stores in that shopping
center, but about the housing behind the
Walmart. Towns like Rocklin should be required
95650
to have a half mile or more break between the
high density housing and Loomis or any town that
wants a rural, calm feel. And making Auburn
Folsom a second freeway is not what the
community wants. Allow the rural communities
to exist along with the communities offering highdensity house, but not by ruining the rural
communities.

Yes

Yes

No

My address is Loomis, but I am in Placer County. I
am off of Auburn Folsom near the lake trails and
consider the stretch of road along Auburn Folsom
from Douglas to Auburn, part of my community.
Also, my community is the town of Loomis and
surrounding rural areas. Once the town has traffic
problems, high density housing, and constant
noise, the joy of our rural communities is ruined.
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Contiguous, diversity populations and shared
public transit needs.

Present Northern boundary, add in South and
East to Sierra College Rd and I-80.

What bonds my community is protecting the
environment by thoughtful city planning that
includes green energy, recycling, and maximizing
resources (reducing waste). My community
enjoys the outside, parks and recreation that
Roseville offers. My community enjoys the
Roseville City sponsored events like Movies in the
Park, Downtown Roseville events, Christmas tree
lighting, etc. My community also shares the same
challenges with traffic due to the nearby mega
church and holiday shopping traffic and concerns
over Buljan Middle School being rezoned to
becoming the largest middle school in Roseville.

I believe my community should be kept together,
but part of Supervisorial District 1 as our interests
and challenges are geographically bound by
My community is located in Roseville, along the major thoroughfares, shopping centers, and
community sponsored events in Old Roseville.
north east border with Rocklin, part of
Our children are zoned for the same schools,
Supervisorial District 4. My community is near
95678
the Nugget shopping center on Fairway, bordered which include Roseville High School in District 1.
by Stanford Ranch, Pleasant Grove, highway 65, The mello roos of my community pay for the
same parks and neighborhood assets. I believe
and the Rocklin border.
the part of Supervisorial District 4 that is north
west of highway 80 should be incorporated into
Supervisorial District 1.

247

Parks and sports links families together.

Westpark Roseville

248

We are all suburban shutins.

Westpark, West Roseville, CA

243
244
245

246

249

250

2021-09-29 4:28:36

2021-09-29 4:37:35

Rural foothills properties near Auburn. We all
have fear of fire living adjacent to Hidden Falls
Regional Park. This area is part of Auburn not
Lincoln.
Rural foothill properties closer to Auburn. We all
have a fear of fire living near Hidden Falls
Regional Park. My community is part of Auburn,
not Lincoln or rural Lincoln. We shop in Auburn
not Lincoln.

Cohesive interests and balance of rural and urban
95648
needs.
95661
Safety concerns and schools
95661

West Roseville has been a melting pot for Bay
95747
Area families.
I feel that the city of Roseville is providing decent
oversight into daily activities, however they are
95747
100% in the pockets of single family housing
developers.

Adjacent to Hidden Falls park to north, 193 to
South, my Pleasant & Mt Vernon Roads to West
and Auburn to East.

I think this area should be taken out of district 2
and put in district 3. We are not part of district 2 95602
community.

I think my community should be taken out of
Adjacent to Hidden Falls Regional to North, 193 District 2 and placed in District 3. Our supervisor
to South, East towards Auburn and West towards doesn't represent the people in this community.
Mt Pleasant Rd & Mt Vernon Rd.
Our community is Auburn area, not Lincoln or
rural Lincoln area.
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95602

Yes

Yes

No

No
Yes

Yes
Yes

No
yes

Yes

Yes

yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

yes

Yes

Yes

yes
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251

The commitment to green spaces and
infrastructure planning ahead of buikding.

Westpark Senior Community

The impact on our lives in this area, not
overbuilding, attention to problems caused by
overpopulation, growing water needs, regulations
against excessively noisy vehicles, important in
our area. We have high speed limits on our
through streets which are often exceeded and by
motorcycles and souped up cars which wake us
95747
all night long even though we are blocks away
from any main streets. We cannot open our
windows at night and friends who back up to
Pleasant Grove or Fiddyment can no longer use
their backyards in the eveninhs due to noise from
specific motorcycles and cars. We need the police
to enforce noise ordinances and muffler control.

252
253

Rural, small town, conservative
Infrastructure, recreation, shopping

Lincoln
Truckee, CA

values
Perhaps we should be annexed to Truckee?

254

2021-09-29 23:19:48

2021-09-30 3:01:36

As a young adult, at age of sixteen, having keys to
my first car, I travelled North and East. My time
living on the Mendocino Coast introduced me to
the country way of life, a kind and gentle human
culture, and environmental ambience. It was
here I learned how interconnected the various
communities were with their seaside country
atmosphere. Later in life, I was spending time up
in the Tahoe Basin skiing every winter, every
weekend. I came to know the folks up there. I
came to find the folks no different than from
We are located in North Auburn near Meadow
those of the Mendocino Coast. When I retired I Vista.
came to rural Auburn, California. I have been
associated with this area since 1990. Where I live
is high on a hill, residing in an acreage
homestead, looking over vast areas of the
Sacramento Valley, I am enamored by the
friendly folks, the fairs and events, and the every
change of the seasons. I never grow tired of this
environment and the people I've met here.
Preservation of this way of life is my common
link.
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Yes

Yes

yes

95648
96161

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
yes

Our community of El Dorado County, Nevada
County, Placer County, and Folsom all share the
same love of our environment, community, and
culture. And we all share the same issues
necessary to address in maintaining our rural way
of life, as well as those of the urban communities.
95602
We are all symbiotic. The rural folks need the
urban folks within these communities for the
availability of modern business services. And the
urban folks love the availability to come to our
rural neck of the woods, enjoying our country life
and the fine folks who welcome them.

Yes

Yes

yes
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255

Rural characteristics, small town, smart growth,
del oro hs, loomis library and learning center

Town of Loomis

256

Tolerance and inclusivity

Cresthaven neighborhood

257

Love of the lake. Hard work. Courtesy. Care of
neighbors

258

The relative environment, geographical
proximity, and common interests and goals

259

2021-09-30 19:00:36

Loomis straddles south Placer and the foothills.
The town’s people incorporated to limit massive
growth taking place. The town should be kept in 95650
the same district as Granite Bay, Penryn and
Newcastle.
I believe in diversity and inclusivity in all
communities and between communities. We only
95678
learn empathy by being exposed to people who
are not like us.

Yes

Yes

YEs

Yes

Yes

Yes

Norden to Tahoma

I believe Tahoe is different than Auburn. We have
tourists. We have bears. We have snow. Each of
96141
those items require specialized equipment,
approach, and awareness.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Eastern Placer County located above the 5,000foot elevation

Western Placer/Nevada counties below 5000 feet
have entirely different interests and needs than 96140
those in Eastern/over 5000 feet.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Supervisorial District 2 SHOULD NOT BE
EXPANDED or redrawn. While the City of Lincoln
has indeed grown in population over the past
several years, the geographical area is large
enough as is to support much more future
growth, particularly in the unincorporated area
west of Industrial Avenue, South of Moore Rd.
and north of Sunset Blvd. West.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Nature preserves, open spaces, water, trails, low
Lincoln, Rocklin, Sheridan
traffic volume, clean streets, low crime.
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